
Bear’s Visitors!  In both today’s mathematical adventure and the song 
Treasure someone keeps taking things!  Can you create your very own 
subtraction story using your toys at home?  Could you dress up as a pirate too?

Subtraction Calculations  Visit the Number Fun Parent Portal 
and watch the song Treasure again.  Also, re-watch today’s mathematical 
adventure.  What subtraction calculations can you see in action?

Roberto’s 30 Second ‘Hat’ Challenge!  Today’s challenge involves 
putting as many different hats on your head in 30 seconds.  Find as many hats 
as you can at home and see how many you can manage to put on!

Alie’ Nugget Challenge!  In Number Fun Live today, Bear’s friends 
came round and helped themselves to some of  bear’s lovely cakes.  Check out 
Alie’s Nugget Challenge on the following page a cool subtraction game.

Monster Challenges - Bear’s Visitors

Number Fun Live: Bear’s Visitors

We hope you enjoy these mathematical challenges.  Dave would love to see what you’ve been up to! 
Please send your pictures and messages to Dave: live@numberfun.com  @NumberFunDave 

The songs featured in today’s Number Fun Live can be accessed on the Number Fun Parent Portal.

Featured Songs: Treasure 
Pattern Parrot
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Alie’s Subtraction Challenge!
In today’s Number Fun Live, Bear’s friends came round to share his most delicious 
cakes.  The story was an example of  subtraction by reduction.  Can you play the 
following game with its adaptations?

Alie’s Nugget Challenges:

1: Cake Carnage!

For today’s story Bear created 21 cakes to share with his friends.  Can you create a different 
story using bigger numbers?   Choose a bigger number, like 210, and then roll two dice to create a 
two digit number (e.g. rolling a 4 and a 2).  Use these digits to make a 2-digit number (like 42) and 
then pretend that you an animal comes around and eats that many.  How many cakes have you got 
left after that visit? Continue to create 2-digit numbers until all your cakes have gone!

2: Cake Carnage Game Version

Challenge someone else to play the game with you.  Both of  you start with the same number of  
cakes (e.g. 210, but you can choose a number that will challenge you.  If  you are in Years 4 or 5, 
then why not try starting with a 4-digit number and then subtracting 3-digit numbers?).  Players 
take it in turns to roll the dice and remove that number of  cakes from their stash.  The first player 
with no cakes left wins the game.

3: Cake Carnage Game Extra - Multiples of  10 Adaptation

The aim of  the game is to win the most points by crafting multiples of  10.  When you roll your dice 
you can decide which way around the digits go (e.g. 4 and 2 could create 24 or 42).  Players win a 
point every time their difference (answer) is a multiple of  10.  Create your own house rules!
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